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MATHEMATICS, ART, AND SYMBOLS IN PRIMARY 
AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS  

Kay Owens 
University of Western Sydney 

Lines were the centre of an art dispute because of their 
"hidden" meanings. They also hide meaning for many mathematics 
students. Mathematics and art interlink in the primary and 
middle school curriculum. Appreciation of both art and 
mathematics and the creating of both are possible through 
appropriate activities and discussions. Examples cover 
symmetry, similarity, repetition, analysis of shape relations, 
and the role of symbols. Specific ideas such as the golden 
ratio are also feasible. 

Links between Mathematics and Visual Arts 

Lines 

Lines were the centre of a famous squabble between two artists. On the one side was Van Doesburg and on the 
other, Mondrian who had developed his art through Abstraction and Cubism. He even had a brief period called 
Symbolism, and he wrote as well as painted about the importance and meaning of lines. His works in the style of Neo-
Plasticism followed the Theosophist, Schoenmaekers, who said, "The fundamental and absolute extremes that shape our 
planet are on the one hand the line of the horizontal force, namely the trajectory of the Earth around the Sun, and on the 
other the vertical and essentially spatial movement of the rays that issue from the center of the Sun … the three essential 
colors are yellow, blue, and red. There exist no other colors besides these three." Mondrian wrote of the composition of 
lines inspired by the vibration of the waves breaking against the breakwater, "Struck by the immensity of nature, I 
attempted to express its breadth, its tranquillity, its unity." At one time, he attempted to draw diagonal lines but, not 
pleased with the result, turned his painting through 45 degrees, and argued against the use of diagonal lines with his friend 
Van Doesburg. Their long friendship ended. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. A Mondrian style painting. 

Interestingly, Mondrian used ovals and diamonds as borders for some of his paintings. Moving away from the 
rectangular page for children's art is worthwhile too. His use of parallel lines and how they are used to enclose shapes 
should not go unnoticed. A discussion of the works of Mondrian and the establishing of our own artistic pieces based on 
rectangles naturally follows. The importance of the parallel lines should not be missed. In fact, an extension to drawing 
horizontal lines on one acetate sheet and the vertical on another and overlaying these can lead to an interesting 



exploration of the links between rectangles, squares, rhombus and parallelograms. This dynamic connection is 
encouraged by linking dynamic imagery to the shape concepts. Linked geo-strips also achieve this dynamic relationship 
between the rhombus and square (Figure 2). 

Discussions of the use of the primary colours in Mondrian's art can lead to a discussion of the idea of balance from 
both an artistic and mathematical sense. Mondrian also developed paintings by abstraction. A study of the development of 
realistic landscapes and the gradual development of the image into geometric shapes will lead to the significance of shape 
in Mondrian's pictures.  

Two-dimensional representations of 3D shapes are full of conventional ideas. Lines in networks have a different 
meaning to lines in Euclidean geometry and yet these symbolic meanings can be unclear to students. Interestingly, 
Aboriginal representations of the landwe could perhaps call them mapsare akin to network diagrams of railways or 
assemblage diagrams.The significance of connections is hidden in both. The symbols used in Aboriginal art are part of a 
world view, an interpretation and an understanding. How much are mathematical symbols of the same nature?  

 

Figure 2. Hidden messages in parallel lines and in an abstraction based on Aboriginal art. 

Lines too have many uses in mathematics but the hidden meanings we have in our use of symbols in mathematics 
has shown to be a major cause for learning difficulties in mathematics. Lines are a particularly evasive area.  

A commonly used line for number is the number line. What are some important features of this line? How could you 
get school students to appreciate the idea that it is not just position on the line that represents size but also a length 
representing size? Are there scales that use other than equal spacings? Why? How is the number line used for operations 
(additions, subtractions, multiplications)? Do points on the number line represent whole numbers, negative numbers, 
fractions, irrational numbers like √2? 

What are other uses of lines in mathematics? Here are a few: 
the use of lines to represent a set of points 
sets of lines forming a shape 
Curved, straight, parallel, vertical lines 
lines of mathematical sentences each of which can be derived from the line before 
Expression lines, each of which is equal to line above 
the line in a fraction representing division 
the line, usually in an algebraic fraction, being used as a parenthesis or bracket 

Lines of poetry hold messages of beauty if we can interpret them. Lines in mathematics hold meaning too. They are 
amazingly succinct. Nevertheless, students need to be able to recognise what a line is symbolising. 

Symbols 

Art and mathematics survive on symbols. I recall my visit to an Arthur Boyd exhibition which explained the 
inclusion of symbols in his paintings. I have noticed that time symbols and open drawers are integral to Dahl’s imagery. 
Happily we grapple with the symbolism of an artwork or an author’s words, but students may not realise the full import of 
a mathematical symbolic relationship. Mathematics is full of symbols, and unravelling the richness of these symbols will 
stand students in good stead in reading and writing mathematics and understanding the concepts behind these symbolic 
statements. 



There is often a hidden meaning behind a mathematical statement. Appreciating the meaning behind symbols can 
avoid mathematics becoming a deep, dark void for students. 

Figure 3. Symbols. 

For example, students may not appreciate the significance of using parallel lines or a triangle diagram. In particular, 
students may be unaware of the importance of a diagram in representing a class of shapes. Interestingly, teachers in early 
primary school frequently use the names of shapes as almost empty symbols. They do not encourage students to discuss 
these shapes, to play with these shapes, to create images and concepts beyond the most simplistic idea of a straight-sided 
2D shapes with three sides and three angles and so on.  

In another way, teachers might write common fractions without students appreciating the full meanings about parts 
and wholes, about equality of parts, or about the comparison of a part to the whole. Even the common grouping of 10 in 
our place value system is full of hidden meanings. 

It All Begins in Early Childhood 

Symmetry 

Young pre-school children intuitively paint with symmetry although they may choose to finish off their painting in 
an asymmetrical way (studied by Drora Booth). While symmetry is a difficult idea to discuss in analytical terms with 
young children before they are in grades 2 or 3, nevertheless they have a global idea of symmetry. For example, they 
understand the idea of being the same on both sides, and the idea of folding a jumper in half lengthways to make it match.  

The following activities on shapes and symmetry have been trialed in K-2 classrooms. If you give children 
manipulatives such as geoboards, they can form symmetrical shapes. Similarly, they can be given an isosceles triangle to 
divide up and colour so that a symmetrical design is formed (lesson idea from Diane McPhail). I have even seen a child 
undertaking a more difficult task of making symmetrical shapes along the diagonal line of the geoboard. See Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Symmetry within the triangle and similarity with concentric triangles. 

Small children with pattern blocks will make the most intricate designs with rotational or line symmetries. However, 
it is usually the older child with whom you can discuss the shapes that appear and the possibilities for replacing or turning 



shapes to change the design. I have had conversations about the three rhombi looking like a cube or forming a hexagon, 
symmetrical but not regular hexagons, symmetrical but not similar trapezia, and the angles of shapes. See Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Some symmetrical designs. 

Before leaving the ideas of symmetry, we should mention the activities related to folding and cutting that move from 
simple folding and cutting along the edge, into predicting activities such as where will the line be if I cut here. Snowflakes 
and interleaved snowflakes make most attractive designs for middle school students. Considerable instruction is needed 
for this to work well. 

 

 

Figure 6. Layered snowflakes and picture printed from faces, edges, and points of 3D foam shapes. 

Symmetry activities do not end here but can lead to creating 3D shapes by folding. For example, students can fold 
and cut to make pop-up cards (Figure 6).  

Fold and slit card. Open and fold out to make part pop out. 

Figure 7. Some pop-up cuts. 

In the middle school students enjoy making masks of various kinds. The many traditional masks and wooden 
carvings, for example, of Papua New Guinea, show symmetry. The carvers frequently use sticks or string to ensure that 
symmetry is maintained. A similar idea can be used by the students. This is a practical use of the idea of points being 
equidistant from the axis of symmetry. 



 
 
 

 

Figure 8. Marking symmetrical points and a Papua New Guinea mask. 

Parts of 3D Shapes 

Another early primary school activity is to print with foam shapes. The children are encouraged to explore the 
shapes in their painting to create different effects. For example, the repetition of shapes may result in tessellations. The 
need for a line or a dot may lead to recognising that the 3D shapes have edges and vertices. See Figure 6. 

Similarity 

Young children will also paint concentric shapes inside or outside an initial shape. If they begin with a triangle, 
some will decide to paint triangles following the first edge but inside or outside it (Figure 4). If they are given the net of a 
cube, many children will follow the squares when decorating (Booth). By using overlays of plastic older childrencan 
notice and discuss similarities such as equal angles. 

When children in grades 2 to 4 are asked to make the pattern-block shapes larger, they can usually achieve this but 
only the older children seem to participate in interesting conversations around the angles and the ratio of sides of the 
shapes. For example, the isosceles trapezium can be enlarged using 4 of them giving the ratio of the sides as twice as 
long. Marked off with the edge of a block, one side is 2 long, but the longer side (2 blocks long) is 4 long. Needless to 
say, many of the interesting conversations develop from the trapezia that are not similar (see Figure 5). 

Interestingly, these activities are reliant on students' abilities to disembed or see shapes apart from the surrounding 
configuration of shapes.  

Variation among the Triangles 

Another creative activity for young children is to begin with a dot in the centre of the page, discuss the number of 
radiating lines that they can draw out from it to make it attractive, and then to paint these, join up the ends and colour in 
the formed triangles (lesson idea from Pat Leberne). This activity can be extended by cutting up the triangles and 
rearranging them. Some will place them back into the revolution circle with which they began but others might try this 
and find it does not work. A brief discussion about the angle differences might ensue. Nevertheless, a range of attractive 
artworks can be produced by carefully arranging the triangles on a page, noting the number of sides and points and so on. 

 
 

Figure 9. From a dot to triangles. 

Giving children a pile of different triangles with some similar characteristic can also lead to an interesting discussion 
about why the triangles in fact produce an attractive arrangement. Frequently the students are drawn to realise that the 
similar feature leads to continuity within the picture (Figure 10). 

string



Figure 10. Similar features create attractive art. 

More Middle School Investigations 

The Golden Rectangle 

With older students, an exploration of the golden rectangle can link a study of civilisation and arts, especially if the 
Greek and Renaissance architecture is explored. Cardboard rectangles can be used to create interesting designs in which 
the rectangles tumble, appear to retreat or produce movement. The use of the golden rectangle, especially of different 
sizes becomes an interesting exploration (Figure 10). The edges of the rectangles can also be used to print lines that 
create design. At this stage, the use of a calculator, the drawing of the pentagram and the comparison of its lengths can 
lead to the discovery of the golden ratio.  

Repetition 

Repeated shapes need not be limited to the rectangle. A copy of an Olympic athlete with multiple copies can 
produce some fantastic designs (lesson idea from Moira Gibson). A study of traditional designs, for example, Tongan 
tapa designs also reveals many interesting patterns and extensive mathematics about rotations. 

 
Figure 11. Repetition (based on Finau & Stillman). 

The Human Body Mathematically and Artistically 

The golden ratio has frequently been used in many paintings such as the Mona Lisa. A study of portraits can lead to 
a number of interesting discussions about mathematical ideas and artistic intentions. For example, the human body can be 
explored for the golden ratio, we can check to see if we are "square" or "rectangular" by comparing our heights with the 
length between outstretched hands (Clarke, 1996). We can look at the elongated art of Mystra or Dobell and explore the 
effect of change on paintings or computer graphics. We can look at the flat but definite images of artists such as in 
Matisse's Lady in Blue. Or again we can look at the use of triangles in the groupings and emphases of Monet. A 
comparison of artists who are more realistic like Brett Whitley's self-portrait or who move shapes topologically like 
Picasso can show how these artists have chosen to use shapes and space to portray their images. The ideas of topology 
can be linked into these ideas. 

v



Topology 

A study of networks and of knots can be effected in both art and mathematics. Students can recreate the knots, read 
the knot diagrams, recognise that the spaces and overlaps remain the same even though the knots are tightened. 

 
Figure 12. Knots and non-knots, symmetrical and non-symmetrical actions. 

 

2D to 3D Shape Transformations 

There are many activities that fit this area beside the pop-up cards. Canoes and planes and origami birds are 
common. A simple place to start is the activity illustrated below (idea from Moira Gibson). 

 

Figure 13. A simple origami activity, showing symmetry and 2D transformations. 

Not only are these activities encouragement of students to be creative but they can be the springboards for 
discussion about mathematics. For example, the simple folding of the origami shape above, draws out much about shapes 
such as triangles and rectangles, hidden shapes, symmetry, and tessellation. These activities should not be given as a list 
of instructions but rather they need to be sources for students predict and imagine. From their imagination will come 
further creative ideas.  

Discussion of the symbolic and the abstract even without the use of these two terms, provides a rich basis for 
students to appreciate that there is meaning behind the immediately obvious. This too can be richly linked with literature 
and drama, and even people's symbolic gestures during social interactions. 
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middle line

Lift top flaps and push in crease to
make triangles.
Glue house onto paper and
decorate.
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